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1) The java interpreter uses ____________ method before any
objects are created.
a)Class
b) Main Answer
c)Constructor
d) All of above

2)  ____________ is used for naming classes, methods,
variables etc in a program.
a)Operator
b) Separator
b)Identifier Answer
d) Constructor

3)  ____________  is reserved keyword in java.
a)Abstract
b) Extends
b)Package
d) All of above Answer

4)  Java provides an extensive set of classes, arranged in
___________.
a)Package Answer
b) Library file
c)Template class
d) None



5) The process of converting one date type to another is
called__________
a)Translating
b) Casting Answer
c)Compiling
d) Declaring

6) Java does not support ______________.
a)Operator overloading
b) Global variable
c)Multiple inheritance
d) All of above Answer

7)  ………………… is one of the cornerstones of object-oriented
programming because it allows the creation of hierarchical
classifications.
A) Mutual Exclusion
B) Inheritance Answer
C) Package
D) Interface

8) The variables, methods, and inner classes that are declared
………………… are accessible to the sub-classes of the class in
which they are declared.
A) private
B) public
C) protected Answer
D) friend

9)  ………………….. package in java contents language utility
classes such as vectors, hash tables, random numbers date
etc.
A) java.util Answer
B) java.awt
C) java.net



D) java.lang

10) . …………………….. package in java contents set of classes
for implementing graphical user interface, which includes
classes for windows, buttons, lists, menus and so on.
A) java.util
B) java.awt Answer
C) java.net
D) java.lang

11) A package is a collection of
A) Classes
B) interfaces
C) editing tools
D) classes and interfaces Answer

12) ________ methods must be overridden in the subclass.
a) public
b) final
c) abstract Answer
d) static

13) The subclass constructor uses the ________ keyword to
invoke the constructor of the superclass.
a) super Answer
b) Final
c) static
d) public

14)  __________ is a special method in java that enables an
object to initialise itself when it is created.
a) constructor Answer
b) destructor
c) static
d) final



15) ________ defines only abstract methods and final fields.
a) Interface Answer
b) Final class
c) Abstract class
d) Class

16) __________ keyword is used to inherit a class.
a) extend
b) extends Answer
c)implement
d) implements

17) …………………attribute of applet tag specify the width of
the space on the HTML page that will be reserved for the
applet.
A) WIDTH=pixels Answer
B) HSPACE=pixels
C) WIDTH=pixels
D) HBLANK=pixels

18)  An applet is a Java class that extends the?
A. java.Applet class
B. java class
C. Applet class
D. java.applet.Applet class Answer

19) Applets are designed to be embedded within an
__________.
A. Javascript
B. Css
C. HTML Answer
D. SQL



20) Which of the following is required to view an applet?
A. JCM
B. JDM
C. JVM Answer
D. Java class

21) Which method is automatically called after the browser
calls the init method?
A. start Answer
B. stop
C. destroy
D. paint

22) Combining two or more input streams into a single input
stream can be achieved using the ………………. class.
A) SequenceOutputStream
B) BufferedInputStream
C) BufferedOutputStream
D) SequenceInputStream Answer

23)  ……………….. streams provide functionally for threads to
communicate and exchange data between them.
A) Object
B) Piped Answer
C) Pushback
D) Filtered

24) When the ………………. method of the Applet class is
called, it displays the result of the Applet code on the screen.
A) paint( ) Answer
B) repaint( )
C) update( )
D) re update( )



25) The class at the top of the exception classes hierarchy is
called ……………………
A) throwable Answer
B) catchable
C) hierarchical
D) ArrayIndexOutofBounds

26) . ………………… exception is thrown when an exceptional
arithmetic condition has occurred.
A) Numerical
B) Arithmetic Answer
C) Mathematical
D) All of the above

27) …………………. returns a string that contains the
human-readable equivalent of the value with which it is called.
A) toValue()
B) value()
C) valueOf() Answer
D) getValue()

28) _____________ _ operator is used to construct conditional
expressions.
a)Dot(.)
b) instanceof
c)Ternary(?:) Answer
d) None

29) What are the features of an Object Oriented Programming
(OOPs)?
A) Inheritance
B) Encapsulation
C) Polymorphism
D) All the above Answer



30) Which method is automatically called after the browser
calls the init method?
A. start Answer
B. stop
C. destroy
D. paint
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